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The May 4th General Meeting was called to order by LIW President 
Mike Daum at 7:10 PM.  The session was in-person at the Frank Brush 
Barn and included a live stream via Zoom.  

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. announced that long-time LIW member 
Henry Diaz passed away recently. 

The Annual Show Chair, Bill Leonhardt, indicated that he had a fine 
response to his request for volunteers.  All major positions are filled.  
Further, Bill mentioned that a couple of  vendors had expressed inter-
est in participating. 

Mike D. announced that he would soon be sending out an email blast 
that contains an application for those interested in exhibiting projects 
at the September show.  Only PDFs of  completed applications should 
be sent to Mike.  Join in; all are welcome.   

A request for an insurance coordinator volunteer was made.  Coverages 
and pricing need to be reviewed annually.  Anyone willing to help out 
should contact Mike D.   

Mike indicated that moving forward; the newsletter will be emailed to 
members.   

June 11th is the scheduled visit to the Walz Wood World sawmill in 
Saint James.  If  needed, June 25th will be the rain date.   

President Barry Saltsberg of  the Long Island Woodworkers 
Association invited all LIW members to join their club visit to the 
Singh Hardwood Company on May 21 between 9 AM and 12 PM.  The 
site is located at 50-01 Rockaway Beach Boulevard, Far Rockaway, NY 
11691. 

LIW Vice President Corey Tighe mentioned that the July General 
Meeting would be a round-robin, while the August presentation will 
focus on CNC woodworking. 

 
OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES 

Next General Meeting, 6/1/2022 
Topic:  Our Annual Picnic!  Come one. Come all: $ 10 

pp, $5 per family member. To be held at the 
Brush Barn 6 pm (note the early start time) 

 
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 6/14/2022  

Topic:  Harry Slutter will be doing a stock milling demo 
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Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 6/9/2022 

Topic:  Joe Pascucci will demonstrate how to turn a pendant. 
 

Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 6/16/2022 
Topic:  Show discussion, 3D pattern-cutting, chapter challenge.  

  
Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 6/28/2022 

Topic:  To be announced 
 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT Reporting for Treasurer Steve Fulgoni, Mike D. indicated the LIW finances remain essen-
tially unchanged from the last report. 
 
MEMBERSHIP REPORT Membership Director Joe Bottigliere indicated that two new members joined last month.  
Renewals are now considerably overdue.  Please remit your payments immediately. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Ben Nawrath displayed a shop-built speaker that he constructed from mahogany.  
  
Corey Tighe presented a “hand planer,” the Bosch GHO12V -08N 12 V Max Planer.  It is cordless, has a blade that 
is 2.2 inches wide and can rabbet to depths of  0.7 inches.  Corey has found the tool to be helpful, especially in hard-
to-reach spaces.  
 
DRAWING Chris Gee scored twice.  Joe Bottiglieri won the third drawing.  Congratulations, gentlemen. 
 
REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEERS To promote the LIW mission of  community support, Steve Applebaum mentioned 
there is considerable grant money available.  However, the application procedures can be lengthy and detailed.  Thus, 
Steve is requesting volunteers to assist with the process.  Similarly, securing political support and obtaining donations 
require multi-person efforts.  Interested members should contact Steve or any LIW board member. 
 
PRESENTATION LIW member Mike Josiah provided an exciting presentation and demonstration dealing with turn-
ing projects incorporating wood and resin.  Mike opened by displaying several beautiful pieces he had created.  He 
then shared his expertise and experience in using wood and resin. 
 
Mike said that the newer epoxies have (very) slow curing times, up to four days.  Long cure times help control air 
bubble formation, the bane of  resin casting.  Another part of  the process uses a pressure pot to force resin deep 
into wood crevices and grain.  Mike has had good luck using a pressure pot sold by Harbor Freight.  Forty pounds 
of  pressure is used in the resin casting process.  Project sanding of  the wood and resin creation employs all the usual 
grits. 
 
Mike gave a brief  turning demonstration with a resin-infused piece.  Mike, you are a gifted artist.  Thanks for shar-
ing your experience. 
 
June 2022 Meetings 
 
The General Meeting scheduled for June 1, 2022, is our annual picnic and will start at 6 PM at the Frank Brush Barn. 
 
The General Meeting concluded at 9:05 PM.
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Bill Leonhardt discussing Show Business (there’s 

no business like it, no business I know)

Mike Josah presenting (see the 

cover for his pressure pot photo)
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 BOB WOODLICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS The first announcement at the May 10th meeting was about the “Show” slated for September 
17th and 18th at the Cradle of  Aviation in Nassau County.  Also, a tour of  the Singh Lumber Yard is scheduled 
for May 21st.  It is a warehouse located at 50-01 Rockaway Beach Boulevard in Far Rockaway and will occur 
between 9 and 12 o’clock. 
 
SHOW AND TELL  Daryl Rosenblatt made some two tiered salt cellars, some in lacewood, some in bubinga,with a 
resin inlay. 
 
Justin Matranga showed a “first“ chair, which is a very rudimentary chair for first-time chair builders. Justin had 
been to Massachusetts and watched a demonstration by Curtis Buchannan, who stretched the use of  hand tools.  
The material used was red oak.  The curved top was bent wet on a form. Eastern white pine was used for the seat.  
Two pieces were glued together to achieve a twenty-inch width.  It is a wood easier to carve.  Justin also men-
tioned that Mr. Buchannan goes down to South America with a group into the rainforest. They teach the people 
how to build furniture with just hand tools - no electricity and no power tools.  In addition, the natives are shown 
how they can earn a living by making furniture. 
 
Tom Ryan showed banding he made from 1/8th inch maple and walnut laminated to about two inches and then 
ripped 1/8th inch on the bandsaw to produce a checkerboard effect for a chest of  drawers. 
 
Gary Mayhew showed a product called Prism Metal Polish which is expensive.  Gary explained that he used it on 
his table saw and lathe.  The product has protected both machines since the first application.  Gary just put it on 
and wiped it.  Read - no drying is necessary. 
 
Tom Ryan showed two magazines, one entitled Chest of  Drawers and Popular Woodworking, with a featured arti-
cle entitled “Watchmakers Cabinet.”  Tom uses some of  the articles’ ideas to build a chest to house a coin collec-
tion.  Tom plans on using sapele, maple, or cherry.  The material is ½ inch to ¾ inch thick, depending on the 
parts made.  The banding mentioned earlier may be incorporated into the build versus fluting. 
 
TIP OF THE MONTH Don Daily recommended sanding the finish off  wooden clamp handles for a better grip.  
Don also uses rubberized baking mats for glue-ups. These mats protect your bench.  The mats are described as 
“silicone baking mats” and can be purchased online.  The mats are inexpensive, about $20 for two measuring 15 
by 19 inches. 
 
Discussion The discussion focused on developing topics for upcoming meetings.   
 
One member is building a rocking chair and wanted to know how to set up and connect the support pieces for the 
leg and rocker.  It was recommended to start with a flat block and shape the piece to fit.  
 
The next topic was brought up by Ben Nawrath, who sought ideas on improving the sound of  his wooden speak-
er for his iPhone.  Suggestions included making the bell more conical and refining the finish.  Also, guitar wood 
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and resonance were discussed. 
 
Dimensioning lumber was raised.  Harry Slutter commented on his shop’s CNC machine and the programming 
involved.  This prompted a conversation about design and planning.  Rob DeMarco suggested making extra parts, 
and that repetition helps avoid mistakes.  In addition, another helpful hint was to record what you’re building so 
that one has a reference.  This should be detailed as possible but not so much that the notes become laborious.  
 
Scrapers was the last item on the freelance menu.  Those who have scrapers should bring them to the next meet-
ing. 
 

Daryl shows one of the salt cellars he made with 

some inlay on the lid. Joe Bots doesn’t buy it… 

Tom’s inlay glue-up.
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Tom explains how he made inlay stock for a 

future project, Ben thinks it looks tasty. 

Justin shows the latest chair 

he’s working on. 
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Don shows part of his tip of the month; sanding 

flats into the handles of clamps for a better grip. 

Don’s other tip; cheap silicone cooking 

mats to protect your bench during glue-

ups.  
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Ben’s show and ask; a passive phone speaker he 

needed finishing advice for, but not advice on 

which band is the best ever. * 

* Editor’s Note: It’s The Beatles, and since it’s not open 

for discussion why raise the issue?
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 PATTI LERNERLISA

Bob Urso (standing in for Steve Kelman) opened the May 19th meeting with a discussion of  our upcoming show. 
 
We’ll be raffling off  a 3’ pre-lit Christmas tree decorated with ornaments made by our members. Raffle tickets will 
be $5.00 each or three for $10.00.    

 
Patti Lerner will send out pattern ideas for the ornaments and collect the finished items at our meetings.  Please 
make sure your ornaments have a hanger or string attached. 
 
Jim Maloney is sending out the form for all projects you wish to display at the show. 
 
Patti brought up the need for volunteers for assorted jobs at the show and provided a sign-up sheet.  There will be 
a list emailed of  the different jobs to help you decide how you’d like to help out. 
 
Rolf  Beuttenmuller and Joe Pascucci said they are bringing their scroll saws for demonstration purposes, and Rolf  
got railroaded into doing a presentation on Introduction to the scroll saw. 
 
There will be a separate room for seminars and presentations at the show. 
 
Steve Gazes said he may bring a scroll saw as well. 
 
Patti asked about a backboard to display our hanging projects and was told we have that already. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS There was a brief  discussion about the pros of  a Pegas saw. 
 
Bob Lerner gave the treasurer’s report and stated we have $560 in our treasury.  He noted that our annual $50.00 
donation was sent to Steve Good.  We received a nice note back from him: 
 

“Hi, Bob. Please let everyone know that I appreciate the support very much.  I have a lot of  fun working on the blog and one of  
the best parts is hearing from groups all over the country and world.  
I just looked up the Long Island Woodworkers web page.  I am browsing the photo gallery and you all have a lot of  talented 
craftsmen and women.  Tell everyone that I said hello. Thanks again.” 
 

SHOW AND TELL Our chapter challenge this month was 3D compound cut items. 
 
Ed Piotrowski made two small 3D clocks and other tiny items. 
 
Jean Piotrowski made a very delicate 3D bird in flight. 
 
Ed brought the books where they found these patterns. Both are by Diana Thompson: 
“Compound Scroll Saw Creations” and “Compound Scroll Saw Patterns.” 
 
Rolf  Beuttenmuller made a herd of  3D reindeer ranging from small to minuscule.  He made a globe with a winter 
scene inside of  tiny scrolled reindeer and evergreen trees turned on the lathe. Great ideas for the holidays!  Rolf  
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also made a Steve Good pattern of  a balancing skateboarder.  He scrolled and turned a lighthouse and set it up 
with a tea light inside. 
 
Patti Lerner made a delicate ornament and brought in several 3D items she and hubby Bob have created. 
 
Bob Carpentier joined us via Zoom and showed us a tiny 3D animal which we think was a horse. 
 
Alain Tiercy was with us via Zoom and showed his skill in cutting tiny reindeer. 
 
Jack Curio made a dolphin from poplar.  He also showed a candy dispenser that his granddaughter made. 
 
The chapter challenge for June is flowers.  Steve Gazes asked where he might buy curly maple wider than 8”.  He 
needs at least 10”.  It was suggested he try Memphis Hardwood in Syracuse.   
       
The meeting ended with the usual chit-chat.  

Patti cut a tiny 3d reindeer
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Rolf made a balancing skateboarder

Ed shows a book of 3d 

designs
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Alain shows of a 3d reindeer

Bob cut a 3d flamingo
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 BOB LERNERTURNER’S GUILD

President Jim Moloney called the May 12th meeting to order at 7:15 PM. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Saturday, 5/14/22, the LIWA will be giving a hands-on demo for students at Northport HS.  
They will learn to turn pens and bowls. 

The picnic will be held on 6/1/22 at 6 PM, rain or shine.  The price is $10 and an additional $5 per guest. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Barry Saltsberg acquired some black walnut logs from a woman who contacted the LIW.  Her 
father had planted the tree many years ago.  She asked if  anyone could make bowls from the tree.  Barry and Mike 
Josiah both volunteered.  Barry showed four bowls he turned. All were finished with Tung Oil.  Three were glossy, 
and one was satin. 
 
Rob DeMarco turned a small spalted maple bowl. 

Steve Maiele turned a vase and decorated it with the trident and colors from the Ukrainian flag. 

Rob Crespolini brought in four lidded boxes he made from various woods and one he turned from plywood.  
They were all finished with a homemade triple finish (shellac, linseed oil, and alcohol). 

RAFFLE Joe – Liberon Finishing Oil. 
 
UPCOMING DEMONSTRATIONS 
 
June - Joe Pascucci:  making pendants. 
 
TBD - Steve Fulgoni:   sharpening lathe chisels. 
 
DEMONSTRATION Jim Moloney demonstrated the 3 Step Lathe Buffing System from Penn State Industries.  It has 
a shaft with three buffing wheels that mount in the lathe.  There is a #2 MT at one end and a fitting to rest on a 
live center at the other end. 
The buffing process is as follows.  Apply Tripoli compound to the linen wheel and buff  the outside of  the turned 
item.  Then apply white diamond to the linen/cotton wheel and continue buffing.  The final step is to apply car-
nauba wax to the cotton flannel wheel to give a beautiful protective sheen to the project. Jim also demonstrated 
the round bowl buffs from Beall.  These are used for the inside of  bowls or goblets.  They come in the same three 
types as the wheels and use the same compounds.   

After Jim finished the demo, Barry Saltsberg, Rob Crespolini, and Steve Maiele applied what they learned to polish 
the items they brought for show and tell. Rob C. was so impressed he purchased a buffing setup at the meeting.  

The formal meeting ended, and the guys continued to buff.
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Barry Saltsberg turned four walnut bowls
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Rob DeMarco turned a spalted maple bowl 
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Steve turns a Ukrainian  

inspired vase

Rob buffs a lidded box
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Steve tries the buffing system
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

M A S H E R
A R C A N A
S C A L D S
S A T O U T
I N H E R E
F E E D E R  

Solution to May

 

Happy Father’s Day! 
Michael R. Mittleman 

 
How to play:  Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column, and 3 x 3 box contains all 
digits from 1 to 9. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

8 3 5
3

4 9 1
1 8

2 3 7
1 8 9 4 2

4 6
3 8
7 5 6
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 BEN NAWRATH, MICHAEL 

MITTLEMAN & DARYL ROSENBLATT
LOCK, STOCK & DARYL

Contributor:  Daryl Rosenblatt 
Website: YouTube 
Presenter: “Stumpy Nubs” James Hamilton 
Links: https://www.youtube.com/c/StumpyNubs 
Description: In my opinion, this website is the true descendant of  Norm Abrams and The New Yankee 
Workshop. It covers all aspects of  woodworking, power tools, hand tools, gadgets, and loads of  advice on shop 
safety and dust collection. 
Recommendation:  Very highly recommended. It’s such a good site that my assumption is many members 
already know about it, but if  I add one more person, then it’s a win. Some of  the best videos are of  his new or 
favorite tools and options. It’s a sponsored site, and he will tell you up front if  a tool me mentions is sponsored.  

 

Contributor:  Mike Mittleman 
Website:  YouTube 
Presenter/Author:  David Picciuto 
Links:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r91fc7AQE5o  
Description:  “How to Make Your Own Inlay Banding and Enhance Your Woodworking” is the title of  this 
video.  It is one of  many from David Picciuto, “The Drunken Woodworker.”  Overall, David’s videos are informa-
tive and well done.  The breadth of  topics is extreme, ranging from hand tool dovetails, to traditional woodwork-
ing machines, to CNC.  Using an analogy from the days of  vinyl and turntables, David talks at 78 RPM, while my 
brain operates at 33 1/3 RPM.  Thus, several rewinds are needed to capture all of  the information.  The offering 
on making inlay banding is particularly good.  He shows how various designs are created—highly recommended. 
 

Contributor:  Ben Nawrath  
Website:  YouTube 
Presenter/Author:  Bourbon Moth Woodworking 
Links:  https://youtu.be/89WeF52XwcI 
Description: “How to build cabinets part 1” 
This is part 1 of  a 3 part series. I’ve always enjoyed this guy’s videos, he’s got some dry humor in there, and he 
takes his time to explain all his steps. Much like skinning cats, there’s more than one way to build a cabinet, and 
these videos show his way, so don’t be surprised if  you see some things you may not like! But you may also pick 
up a few new ideas. Great videos for someone who hasn’t built one before, and needs to prep for a project.  


